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Abstract 

Kukis are hill tribes who are sparsely settled in Burma, north eastern parts of India 

and Chittagong Hill Tracts of present Bangladesh. The Kukis traced their origin on the basis 

of mythological and legendary sources. The Kukis have three kinds of myth of origin. They 

are; Khul, Chhinlung and Sinlung. Based on the semyths, majority of indigenous scholars, 

historians and researchers had concluded modern China as the origin of the Kukis. This 

article makes an effort to search historical account and evidence on the conclusion of China 

as the origin of the kukis. 
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Introduction  

In the absence of written records, most tribal groups have traced their origin base on 

sources of myth and legend. The Kukisare no exception. The Kukis maintained that they are 

coming out from bowels of the earth or cave. The mythological cave is called by different 

Kuki tribes as Chhinlung, Sinlung and Khul. Due to unavailability of written documents, 

indigenous researchers and scholars have traced the origin of the Kukison the basis of these 

mythologies and taken as a historical fact. Chhinlung and Sinlung may be translated in 

English as ‘close stone’ (Chhin in Kukimeans close and lung means stone). Khulmay be 

equated with ‘cave’ in English word. A fundamental question arises to where these 

mythological Khul, Chhinlung and Sinlunglie or located.  

Mythsand legends do not necessarily mention about the location of Chhinlung, 

Sinlungandkhul. Therefore, there is a debate among scholars and researchers about its 

location. Some scholar pointed modern Tibet while majority have suggested China. 

Naturally, it is not possible for human being to survive in a natural cave. As beyond 

possibility of surviving human being in a natural cave, most of the indigenous historians and 

writers have assumed mythological Chhinlung, Chinlung and Khul as Great Wall of China, 

name of a city in ancient China, name of ancient Chinese prince, named after Chinese king, 

etc. and concluded China as the origin of Kukis. In the light of China as the origin of the 

Kukis, an effort to find historical evidence has been made in this paper. 
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Etymology of Kuki and the People designated 

There are different opinion among scholars, anthropologist and ethnographers on the 

etymology of the Kuki. Some scholars believed that the work ‘Kuki’ is taken from a Bengali 

term meaning ‘hill people’, or ‘highlanders’. Local scholar Dr. Sangkima said that “the 

British colonial writers picked up the word from the Bengalis and applied it to all tribes 

inhabiting the Lushai Hills, Chin Hills, Hill areas of Manipur and their kindred tribes in 

Assam, Naga Hills, Tripura and Chittagong, whose social, cultural and linguistic affinities 

were more or less similar” (Sangkima, 2004).  

According to local scholar Singkhawkhai, the word ‘Kuki’ is derived from Bangali 

term denoting hill tribes living in Indo-Burma border and parts of Assam and Bengal in India 

(Singkhawkhai, 1995). These local scholars had similar view.  Other writers believed ‘Kuki’ 

as a Baluch word. Indian author Satinder Kumar argued that ‘Kuki’ is derived from a Baluch 

word ‘Kuchi’ meaning nomadic or wanderer (Satinder Kumar, 1773). Another groups 

believed that the word ‘Kuki’ is taken after Ku Lake. According to them, there was a lake 

called Ku Lake in China.  They believed that Kukis are original inhabitant of the tracts 

around the ‘Ku’ lake in China. In the Tribes of Assam written by B.N Bordoloi and G.C 

Sharmach Thakur mentioned that the word Kuki means people who have migrated from the 

Ku Lake in China (B.N. Bordoloi and G.C. Sharmach Thakur,1988). They contend that 

‘Kuki’ is a Chinese word meaning the people of ‘Ku’ lake, who originally inhabited the tracts 

around the ‘Ku’ lake of China. 

Somelocal scholars, on the other hand, argue that the word Kuki is derived from the 

local, daily usage of a term by Kuki religious priest and common men. These scholars 

premise an indigenous appellation to the term ‘Kuki’ which is a combination of two syllables 

“Ku” and “Ki.” It must be noted that the term ‘Ku’ means showing happiness and ‘Ki’ is 

local suffix to the term ‘Ku’ on rare occasions. These two words are frequently used by the 

Kuki on the day of hunting wild animals. Supplementing this line of argument, indigenous 

author L. Ngulkholung Khongsai furthered argue that it is also used when people are lost in 

the forest. Besides, when any Kuki traps or hunts a wild beast, they shout the word 

Ku…Ku….in chorus.  

On the occasion of annual Kut celebrations harvesting festival, among the Kuki, 

village priest and his team must perform Khotheh (a religious ritual of village cleansing). 

This ritual is followed by Changpioi (Chang = rice, pi = grandmother (feminine), oi = 

singing), literally obeisance to the rice deity. When the village priest yell with ‘Ku’ the 
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householders respond him with ‘Ku.’ It is used as a cry to invoke blessing from the god of 

rice in the morning. It must be noted that the term ‘Ku’ is locally called ‘Tuhsat’, which 

means showing happiness and ‘Ki’ is local suffix to the term ‘Ku’ used on rare occasions. 

The ‘Ku’ is also everyday ritual cry before proceeding to the jhum fields and while returning 

from jhum fields to communicate which party or house-hold had gone early or left behind.  

Another local interpretation is that Kuki is derived from local phrase “Ka Ku,” “Ka 

Ki.”However, majority of modern researchers and scholars do not accept this speculation and 

assumed that the word ‘Kuki’ is foreign to them. They contended that Zo should be 

indigenous appellation of the people to whom the word ‘Kuki’ is applied.  

Whatever the case may be in regard to the etymology of the ‘Kuki’, the government 

of India in the aftermath of independence of the country from the British rule recognised 

‘Kuki’ to designate tribal or hill people living in several pockets of states of northeast India. 

In the same as government of India, the government of Bangladesh recognised tribal or hill 

people such as Khumi, Masho, Pankhoos, Banjogees, etc. living in Chittagong Hill Tracts of 

the country as Kukis. At present the Kukis are found settled in Sagaing Division and entire 

Chin province of Myanmar (erstwhile Burma), Chittagong Hill Tracts of present Bangladesh 

and states of northeast India. 

 

Origin of the Kukis 

Because of unavailability of written record, indigenous researchers and historians 

have traced the origin of the Kukison the basis mythological and legendary sources and 

concluded modern China as the origin of the Kukis. The Kukis have three kinds of myth of 

origin. They are; Khul, Chhinlung and Sinlung. 

  

Khul 

Legend has that Songthu, Songja and Zahong, the ancestors of Kukis are living in a 

cave locally known as Khul. It is believed that Songthu was the first man coming out from 

Khul. Later he was followed by Songja, Zahong and many other people. Today, Kuki tribes 

such as Guite,Gangte, Paite, Thado, Tedim, Vaiphei and Zou shared common myth of Khul 

origin. One of their folk song which runs as; 

Eitengkhawlkhawm a tuamom lo, 

Khul a piang in kilelle’ng 

Tunsungkhatapiang hi ngeingei e. 
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Tunsungkhatapiang hi ngeingei e, 

Suahpihsanggamlaiguizawngkhawm hi ngeingei e. 

Free translation 

All of us together,  

Being born at Khul, 

Are born of a single mother, 

Being born of a single mother, 

 We are brother joined by a naval cord.  

This song reflects ‘Kuki’ as generic term composes of many tribes and their cave residence or 

origin. 

 

Chhinlung 

Legend has that Lusheis(Mizos) are once resided in a very big rock cave locally called 

Chhinlung. According to Chhinlung myth, Ralte clan was the first people who are coming out 

from Chhinlung. They were later followed by many other clans. Today Kuki tribes such as 

Chin, Darlawng, Lai, Lusheis, Rangkhawl, etc. share a common tradition of Chhinlung 

origin. One of the Lushei folk song runs like this:  

KansiergnaChhinlung ram hmingthang 

Kanu ram kappa ram ngai, 

Chawngzilangkokirtheihchangse 

Kanu ram kappa ram ngai. 

Free Translation 

Famous Chhinlung – my mother land 

Home of my ancestors, 

Could it be called back like Chawngzil? 

Lovely home of my ancestors 

This song clearly describes the feeling, longings of Lusheis about the mythical Chhinlung. 

 

Sinlung 

Sinlung myth is particularly associated with the Hmar tribe of kuki groups. According 

to this myth, the Hmars tribes are once a residence of a cave locally known as Sinlung. Myth 

of Sinlung residence is supported by one of the Hmar folk song which runs as;  

KhawSinlung ah 
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Kawtsielangkazuongsuok a; 

Mi le nel lo tam a e, 

Hriemihrai a. 

Translation  

Out of city Sinlung 

I jumped out like a siel;   

Innumerable were the encounters, 

With the children of men. 

This folk song clearly indicates that the Hmars are once resided in Sinlung village or city. 

 

Where does the mythological Khul, Chhinlung and Sinlunglie or located? 

Majority of indigenous historians, scholars and researchers had concluded that the 

Kukisare originally resided in China. They maintained that the mythological khul, Chhinlung 

and Sinlung are not a natural cave. Some scholar said Khul was Great Wall of China while 

other suggests Chhinlung is a name of ancient Chinese prince. For instances, local research 

scholar TS Haokip had clearly written that the so called khul is not a natural cave but Great 

Wall of China (The Sangai Express, Dec.16, 2010).Likewise, L B Thanga, Burma-based 

Mizo scholar says that “Chhinlung could easily be the name of a prince to whom the Great 

Wall of China was closed” (L.B. Thanga, 1977).  He believed that the prince might be the son 

of Emperor Shih Huang who unified China during his reigned. According to him the prince 

incurred the displeasure of his father and left his kingdom and settled in Burma. 

B. Lalthangliana, a Myanmar-based indigenous scholar in his work History of Mizo in 

Burma wrote “like all Tibeto-Burman, including Mizos (Lusheis) had once resided probably 

at Tao valley of Kansu (Gansu) province in the North West of modern China” (B. 

Lalthangliana: 2001). Local historian K. Zawla, had similar view with B Lalthangliana. He 

suggested that of Chhinlung might be a place somewhere in modern China, and the “Ralte 

clan (of the Lushei tribe) were the first groups to depart from Chhinlung” (K. Zawla:1986). 

K. Zawlaalso written that the Mizos(Lushais) came out of Chinlung in about 225 B.C., during 

the reign of Shih Hung Ti.  

 Some local scholars and researchers have put varied views and suggestions about 

Sinlung and its location as: 

1. Sinlung is a place believed to have been in South West China, possibly Yunan 

Province of modern China. 
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2. It might have been Sining in central China.  

3. It might have been derived from the Chin Dynasty of 221-207 BC. 

4. It might have been a derivative of the Chinese king Chienlung who ruled during AD 

1711. 

5. It might be the present Sinlung, located near the Yulung River in the present Sichuan 

Province of China. 

Some foreign writers also pointed modern China as the original home of Tibeto-

Burman groups of people to which the Kukis of Burma, northeast India and Chittagong Hill 

Tracts of present Bangladesh belong. For instances, Dr. Grierson writes: “Tradition and 

philosophy agrees in pointing to North Western China between the course of Yang Tse Kiang 

and Hwang Ho River as the original home of Tibeto-Chin races to which Tibeto-Burman and 

Siamese-Chinese groups belongs”(GA Grierson: 1967). In the Census of Assam District, a 

hand book produced by E.H. Pakyntein gives the idea that the ancestors of the Kukis (Mizo-

Lushai) had been living near Ku Lake or Kokonor Lake which is in West Sinning of China. 

Indian authors B.N. Bordoloi and G.C. Sharmach Thakur also held the view that Kukis are 

the people who originally resided in surrounding areas of Ku Lake in China.  

Conclusion of China as the original residence of the Kukisis also supported by root 

and reasons for migration put forward or suggested by local scholars and historians. Scholars 

and historians have maintained that the Kukisof Burma, northeast India and present 

Bangladesh are migrated from China. For instance, local writer PS Haokip had written that 

Kukis and Kachins were migrated from China. Local historian K. Zawla assumed that many 

Kuki tribes migrated or fled from China due to heavy workload in the course of constructing 

Great Wall during the period 221-206B.C. andthe arrogant nature of the Shi Huang Ti. Local 

historians Sangkima supported the assumption of K. Zawla by giving probable reasons why 

the Lusheis (Mizos) left Chhinlung. According to him people were subjected to rigorous 

works under the cruel Emperor Shih Huang Ti. He said that many people including Mizos 

were escaped from China due to heavy work or burden during the construction of Great Wall. 

The view of K. Zawla and Sangkima is quite similar with the believed of Lai tribe of Kuki 

groups. The Lais maintained that they are coming out from present Great Wall of China 

during its construction under Emperor Shih Huang Ti. The Lais assumed that they left China 

due to heavy workload during the construction of Great Wall.  
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Finding   

Most of indigenous historians, scholars and researchers have assumed that Kukis of 

Burma, northeast India and present Bangladesh are fled or escaped from Great Wall during 

the period 221-207 BC.In fact, China during the period 220–206 B.C. was ruled by Qin Shi 

Huang of Qin dynasty who started constructing Great Wall to protect his territory against the 

enemies and the raid of barbarians and nomadic tribes. He unified China and joined all the 

walls of the states to form one long wall, which was called the 10,000 li (5000 kilometers).  

Chinese chronicle records that the first part of Great Wall started by the kings of Chao 

and Yen under the emperorship of Shi Huang linking a distance of 1400 miles. During that 

time there was no machine. Therefore, all works had been relying on manpower. Millions of 

people were force to work. In the history of Great Wall of China, labour force was made up 

of three groups. They are soldiers, common people and the criminals or prisoners. It is 

recorded that labourer were conscripted in constructing this wall. All the men in the nation 

were force to construct. It was a heavy burden for common people. Criminals were forced 

into labour as punishment. During day time, they were ordered to take turns patrolling the 

wall, at night building and extending the wall. They were requires to serve four years of hard 

working according to the law of the land at that time. Millions of workers lost their lives in 

the building process, and it is said that for every block laid down, one labourer lost his life. 

In fact, it is recorded that Qin Shi Huang Ti conscripted labourers including women 

and young children for building the Great Wall of China. Before completing the construction 

of the wall he died in 212 B.C. The living memory of conscription was recorded and 

reproduced below: 

If the scholars of the succeeding century have cursed the names of the first emperor 

for burning the books, popular tradition has held this memory in underlying hatred for 

building the wall. Even today, after more than two thousand years the people repeat that a 

million men perished at the task, and every stone cost a human life. 

The memory of the terror and the undying hatred for the building of the wall seems to 

have been shared by the peoples fleeing into South East Asia. In Burma, the tale of that 

forced-labour is still kept alive and retold as if it had happened locally.  

It is believed that the wickedness and atrocity of Shih Huang over his subjects had 

compelled many people to left China.  The Kukis probably left China during this period and 

perhaps arrived at Burma and later northeast India and Chittagong Hill Tracts of present 

Bangladesh.   
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However by careful historical study or observation, it is not found people leaving or 

escaped from great Wall during its construction. History has mention about people hiding for 

fear of heavy work but does not mention anything about people escaped or leaving China 

during the course of construction of The Great Wall. Further, it is not available in the history 

about people leaving China during the reign of Emperor Qin Shih Huang.  

The believed of LB Thanga that Chhinlung as the son of Emperor Shih Huang may 

not be correct because Emperor Qin Shih Huang did not have a son called Chhinlung. 

According to history of Chinese emperor, Qin Shi Huang (221BC-206BC) had two sons 

namely Fu Su and Huhai who ascended the throne of their father. Fu Su was a crown prince. 

After the death of their father Shi huang, Fusu killed Huhai and ascended the throne.  Fusu 

was the eighteenth son of Shih Huang. Further in the history of Qin dynasty, a prince name 

Chhinlung is not available. 

The believed of B Lalthangliana that the probable presence of Kukis in Tao valley of 

Gansu province in the North West of modern Chinaappear to be true. In fact, history has 

mentioned about the presence of ethnic Tibetan population in ancient Gansu province. 

Tibetan population is found in Gansu province even today. However, it is beyond believed or 

possible to cross Tibetan plateau or Mongolia and reach Burma. Gansu province in ancient 

China shared border with Shaanxi in the east, Sichuan, Qinghai in south, Xinjiang in the 

west, Inner Mongolia and the People’s Republic of Mongolia in the north and Ningxia in the 

northeast. It is undisputed fact that the Kukis of northeast India and Chittagong hill Tracts of 

present Bangladesh are poured into from Burma. 

The believed that Sinlunghad been in today’s Yunnan province of China seems to be 

possibly true because Yunnan province share international boundary with Kachin and Shan 

state of Burma. However, a place or city called Sinlung is not found in Yunnan province. 

Therefore, this believed seems to be mere equation of Sinlung with shilin stone forest situated 

near Dianchi Lake which is some hundred kilometres away from Kunming by considering the 

literal meaning of Sinlung.     

The believed of Sinlung as a derivative of ancient Chinese KingChien’ lungmay be 

probably true. In fact China during the period 1711-1799 was ruled by King Qianlong of 

Ch’ing or Manchu dynasty. His rule covered a span of 63 years, a reign longer than any other 

in the recorded history of China, dating back to the Shang dynasty, 1766-1122 B.C. However, 

scholars who believed Sinlung as derivatives of King Qianlongfail to produce how Sinlung 

had been derived after King Ch’ienlung (Qianlong). Therefore, this believed appear to be just 
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a matter of conjecture for it fails to produce historical account. The believed that Singlung 

had been derived from Qin (Chin) dynasty during 221-207 BCtoo fail to produce a historical 

account. Therefore, this believed also appear to be a matter of conjecture.  

The believed of the presence of Sinlung in Sichuan province may not be acceptable 

because a city or place Sinlung is not found in Sichuan province. This believed appear to be 

mere equation of Sinlung with present Xinlong near Yalong River in Sichuan province. In 

China we find city, town or villages as Chinlung, Kiu-lung, Tsin-lung, Sinlong, Xinlong, 

Sinlin, xinning, suining, etc. However, a place or city called Sinlung is not found in ancient 

China.  

 

Conclusion 

Myth and legend cannot be taken as fact. Myths and legends are generally taken as 

just a primordial story. Nevertheless, myth, legend, folklore and primordial memories cannot 

be completely ignored for it is important for reconstruction of history. Indigenous Scholars, 

researchers and historians have constructed the history of the origin of Kukisbases on 

KhulChhinlung and Sinlung myths and concluded China as the origin of the Kukis. However, 

mere equation of Khul, Chhinlung and Sinlung with different places and cities or towns in 

ancient China or just speculation and conjecture without historical account may not be 

acceptable on the conclusion of China as the origin of the Kukis. Therefore, the paper 

suggests further research base on deep historical study and field work as well as social and 

cultural dimension. 
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